Pusher syndrome--a frequent but little-known disturbance of body orientation perception.
Disturbances of body orientation perception after brain lesions may specifically relate to only one dimension of space. Stroke patients with "pusher syndrome" suffer from a severe misperception of their body's orientation in the coronal (roll) plane. They experience their body as oriented 'upright' when it is in fact markedly tilted to one side. The patients use the unaffected arm or leg to actively push away from the un-paralyzed side and resist any attempt to passively correct their tilted body posture. Although pusher patients are unable to correctly determine when their own body is oriented in an upright, vertical position, they seem to have no significant difficulty in determining the orientation of the surrounding visual world in relation to their own body. Pusher syndrome is a distinctive clinical disorder occurring characteristically after unilateral left or right brain lesions in the posterior thalamus and -less frequently- in the insula and postcentral gyrus. These structures thus seem to constitute crucial neural substrates controlling human (upright) body orientation in the coronal (roll) plane. A further disturbance of body orientation that predominantly affects a single dimension of space, namely the transverse (yaw) plane, is observed in stroke patients with spatial neglect. Apparently, our brain has evolved separate neural subsystems for perceiving and controlling body orientation in different dimensions of space.